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BIO
Josep Maynou's multidisciplinary approach is both performative and object
based. It comes together as a form of contemporary storytelling, a fictional
take on everyday life in the form of humorous ideas that expand onto his
objects. The sculptures he makes are at once illustrations of these ideas, as
much as they are props and stages where the narrative takes place. Maynou
uses common domestic materials and practical tools that are often discarded
or hidden to create anthropomorphous utensils. His projects are scenarios for
action that allow both functionality and absurdity at the same time.

Maynou (Barcelona, 1980) lives and works between Paris and Berlin. He
studied Fine Arts at the University of Barcelona, Faculta de Belas Artes Porto in
Porto and Middlesex University in London. His recent solo shows and two-person
shows include Return of the Junker. JM2000 (with Jordi Mitjà, curated by Sira
Pizà, Bombon Projects, Barcelona), To bow at the beginning not at the end
(Collection Born, Munich), Leisure (Bombon Projects, Barcelona 2017), Thing1,
Thing2 (Broken Dimanche, Berlin 2017), Things: To do (Beverly’s, NYC 2017)
or The Ninja from Marrackech (Galerie Suvi Lehtinen, Berlin 2015). His work
has been shown at group exhibitions such as Alpina huus (Le Commun, Geneve
2017), How to do things (Lehman&Silva, Porto 2017), My body doesnt like
summer (Haverkampf Gallery, Berlin 2018), Black Garden (Galería Louis 21,
Palma de Mallorca 2018), Hunter of worlds (SALTS Basel 2018); and artfairs
such as Arco Lisboa, Code Art Fair Copenhague, and Sunday Art Fair London
(2018). His most recent performances include Ensemble, survivre maintenant, at
Palais de Tokyo.
Pane Per Poveri (Laatrac, 14th Documenta, Athens 2017), Making Public
Program (Fundació Tapies, Barcelona 2017) and Material Art fair (Mexico City
2016).
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Ensemble, survivre maintenant,
As part of La Manutention - Performers in Résidency
Mathilde Fernandez & Cécile di Giovanni
Performance at Palais de Tokyo.
December 19, 2019.
Curated by Vittoria Matarrese.
When confronted by a world in crisis, in which suspicions of its collapse are
spreading in an endless digital flow, the duo formed by Mathilde Fernandez
& Cécile di Giovanni questions what being together means today. For their
residency at the Palais de Tokyo, they are experimenting with the capacity
of bodies to come together around contemporary rituals: those that reveal
and accompany the vanishing of a society, the arrival of a new one and the
transitional, uncomfortable state that occurs between the two. The duo takes us
on a series of original rites so as to expiate, purify and soothe the powerful
emotions that grasp our minds, projecting them into a future in suspense.
As a celebration, a final evening devoted to fire will deal with hope and
renewal. From the bonfires on Saint John’s Eve to the renaissance of the
phoenix, without forgetting fires of joy, this vital element in rites of passage
from one age to another, and also gatherings, means being able to break free
from the past and raise a torch towards the future, no matter how uncertain it
might be.
With: Jardin, Myrtille Hetzel, Josep Maynou, Martin Campillo, Nicolas Dau,
Paris Cheerleaders, Natália de Assis, Givaudan
With the support of: C2NRBC (La cellule nationale nucléaire radiologique
biologique chimique), unité spécialisée de la Gendarmerie Nationale,
Givaudan, Les Joyeux Recycleurs, Marine Serre.

A
Return of the Junker. JM2000
Josep Maynou and Jordi Mitjà
Bombon Projects, Barcelona
10 October - 06 December 2019
Curated by Sira Pizà
The more we use things, the more we become like them. Machines are human,
they are as equally composed of screws as they are of calculations, equally
made of engine and engineering. We make technology in our likeness and we
think of it as part of ourselves: it’s already replacing us, we’ve already become
one. The tricked-out car doesn’t look like the owner as much as the owner looks
like the car. We imagine technology and then technology makes us imagine
as it. We think of time in the shape of a wheel, in the shape of a car or in the
shape of an airplane. The emblem of an obsolete speed, the car is the machine
that still roots us to the ground, that makes us feel the bumps in the road and
makes us look out the window at the changing landscape. It’s the beginning of
accelerated time, but it’s still a mobile home at 1:1 scale, a domestic bubble
that moves through space. It is the opposite of the aircraft, which homogenizes
everything making it small in the distance, which takes off and lands in places
that are not even places, without anything happening in the in-between. In
incorporeal times, the car still connects us to the age of the assembly line and
the workshop and the parking garage. In the myth of living machines, cars are
the first to rise against their owners, transformed into crude and curt robots.
In ancient theater, the term Deus ex Machina was born to describe the device
used to bring actors playing gods into the scene, creating an illusion of flight
or apparition. Later, it is used to describe a strategy, also a device, but a
narrative one, which introduces a change so unexpected to the plot that it
appears unlikely . Devices, apparatus, tools, or mechanisms, are as much inert
as they are alive: social, historical, political, small and large machines are
composed of organs and organized intelligence systems. Theater operates on

the premise of illusionism, creating an autonomous time and space zone where
things, which aren’t really there, appear real to the audience. It occurs that
within the limits of the stage nothing is just what it is, but everything that it can
seem to be. The value of that illusion lies only in the body of the actor, which
contains the possibility of talking, acting, performing. Possibility is the most
immaterial thing that can be governed: the abstract machineries of political
economies govern bodies and their powers.
In Return of the Junker. JM 2000, the main character is absent, it is a ghost, a
mortal machine, a body that’s been exploded into all of its possibilities. More
than that, a car is a lethal machine, an ever-latent accident, the potentiality of
a disaster being activated at every instant. Here, the machine is a technique,
an effect, a trick: a twist that resolves the act. Turned into a face, a painting,
a domestic item, or a workshop, its personalities manifest themselves in every
transfigured fragment. In an inverse modification, it comes back from the
junkyard to recompose itself in the hands of the artists, dressed with an automechanic’s coveralls and a magician’s hat.

* Created in the family metal shop of one of the artists, Return of the Junker.
JM 2000 is a collaboration between Josep Maynou and Jordi Mitjà produced
in the area of Empordà between spring and fall 2019.

A
‘LE LUCKY’
Bernhard Rappold, Ana Alenso, Pere Llobera, Elise Lammer, La Folie 8, Felipe
Talo, Felix Leon Westner, Cécile di Giovanni, Victor Jaenada, Bernat Daviu,
Isa Toledo, Caique Tizzi, Stephen Kent, Sol Calero, Dafna Maimon, Lorenzo
Sandoval, Leah Dixon, Charles Benjamin, John Holten (BDP), Eli Cortiñas, Cibelle
Cavalli Bastos, Natália de Assis, Niels Trannois, Jakup Ferri, Ethan Hayes-Chute,
Christopher Kline, Sophie Erlund, Kelly Tissot, Ricardo Trigo, Hanne Lippard,
Maximilian Kirmse, Nina Kurtela, Alejandro Lorente, Isabel Lewis, Joel Munné,
Andrew Birk, Juan-Miguel Pozo, Coco Magnusson, Adriano Costa, Natasja
Loutchko, CAVE3000, Joan Saló, Blanca Miró Skoudy, Oliver Roura, Oozing
Gloop, Aurora Sander, Jessica Lauren, Elizabeth Taylor, Jenny Ames, Mika
Manke, Josep Maynou.
HVW8 BERLIN
February 22 – March 30, 2019
As a celebration of love, friendship and the avant-garde, LE LUCKY is the
Catalonian artist’s tribute to his thirteen years in Berlin and a farewell to the
city. The exhibition signifies a full circle for Maynou, who during his first year in
Berlin worked as a bartender in Berlin’s Mitte neighborhood, nearby to HVW8
Berlin. Through the element of collaboration, the artist establishes the gallery
as a site of fortuitous social interaction: he has invited fifty of his creative
friends to contribute to the installation with performances, artwork and music,
programmed throughout the show’s one-month duration. As captured by its title,
the exhibition is symbolic of good fortune in social and occupational relations,
initiating a chance for new beginnings and exchanges.

All installation images by Trevor Lloyd

Opening event with Joel Munne, and Crew 2 Crew performance at Le
Lucky, HVW8, Berlin.

POPULAIRE
Josep Maynou
November 10, 2018 - January 12, 2019
Lehmann + Silva, Porto
Curated by Arielle Beier
Josep Maynou’s work is bound to curious storytelling – moments lost in
translation and chance experiences, both real and imagined. From textiles
and sculpture to drawings and video, each piece tells a witty tale of social
exchange. On his journeys across Europe, North Africa and Latin America,
Maynou collects peculiar objects and personal stories from the people he meets
in mountain farming villages, electronic repair shops, local bars and private
homes. Mundane objects such as skateboards, toilet plungers and cigarette
packs along with familiar symbols like the yin- -yang and Nike swoosh are
re-imagined, re-purposed and re-cast as characters in his tragicomic vignettes.
Maynou’s work explores the possibilities of chance and interpretation, with
humor often carving the path. Movie posters depict motorcycle adventure
films, yet to be made. Lamps assembled from found objects become animate
creatures. Carpets woven with graphic images and pop-cultural references
tether customs and play. And at the center of it all is a water fountain, the
legendary meeting place where dueling cowboys, bank robbers and rats alike
come to quench their thirst and leave their marks. Incidentally, the bittersweet
connections between everyday boredom and aspirational dreams are steadily
unmasked. Mishaps, misgivings and misunderstandings are flipped on their
heads, turned inside out and used as springboards with unexpected outcomes.
Arielle Beier

All images by Dinis Santos

HUNTER OF WORLDS
Nina Canell, Rochelle Feinstein, Louise Lawler,Marie Matusz, Josep Maynou,
Alan Schmalz, John Smith, Niels Trannois
Curated by Elise Lammer
SALTS, Basel
16 September — 17 November 2018

being crowned king of Egypt in 332 BC, and examples of recorded exchanges
between Greece and Egypt for centuries before him, the civilisations that
followed lost the ability to read hieroglyphs without much drama, while the
Egyptian territory passed from Syrian to Greek to Pagan and then Christian
Romans hands. This tale of contemporary diplomacy in not even 2,500 years
old. In this context the main challenge is not only technological, it’s mostly
semantic.
(...)

Hunter of Worlds borrows its title from a 1977 science fiction novel by
American writer C. J. Cherryh. A space invasion story, it’s remarkable for its
ability to tell the events from an alien viewpoint, but mainly for the thorough
use of three complex invented languages, namely the Kalliran, Amaut and
Iduve. Remarkably, according to Mark Bould in The Routledge Companion to
Science Fiction (2009), the Iduve language makes “no clear distinction between
the concepts of noun and verb, between solid and action.” The exhibition Hunter
of Worlds is a speculative experiment for which the viewer is kindly invited to
imagine that all previous knowledge (as well as reading and understanding
thereof) has been forgotten, as a result of an interruption or dramatic slowdown of our civilization, following an ice age, or a human-induced catastrophe.
The works on display would therefore stand for the last signs and symbols for
a now obliterated culture. The artworks are by Nina Canell, Rochelle Feinstein,
Louise Lawler, Marie Matusz, Josep Maynou, Alan Schmalz, John Smith and
Niels Trannois.

Based between Berlin, Paris and Morocco, Spanish artist Josep Maynou
mostly works with drawings, sculptural assemblages, textile works, videos,
and performances. His multidisciplinary approach comes together as a form
of contemporary storytelling that situates itself beyond the traditional art
formats, often leading to installations in contexts such as TV repair shops,
private apartments, abandoned spaces, laundromats or secondhand stores. 5
Carpets and Happy and Sad (both 2018) are hand-knit carpets Maynou has
been producing in collaboration with a Berber community based in Marocco
where he travels regularly.
(...)

Special thanks to Samuel Leuenberger, Ronnie Fueglister, Chus Martinez, Adam
Bagnowski, the technical team and all the artists.

Radioactive waste takes 100’000 years until it’s safe. There is no doubt
that the best of currently available human knowledge has been invested in
making atomic waste underground repositories safe against events such as
earthquakes, tsunamis, or even an ice age, which is likely to take place in about
sixty thousand years. But there is also little to no doubt that the language
we speak today will be forgotten in a couple of centuries, and that by then
all digital archives will be lost or obsolete. To illustrate the impermanence of
knowledge and language, I always think of Alexander the Great. Despite

SALTS is kindly supported by Swisslos Basel-Landschaft, Fondation Nestlé pour l’Art, Ernst
Göhner Stiftung, Migros Kulturprozent and Temperatio Stiftung.

All images by Gunnar Meier

MY BODY DOESN'T LIKE SUMMER
Catherine Biocca, Shannon Bool, Veronica Brovall, Mirak Jamal, Lindsay
Lawson, Peter Linde Busk, Conny Maier, Josep Maynou, Agnes Schrere, Paul DD
Smith, Camilla Steinum.
30 June – 25 August.2018
Haverkampf Gallery, Berlin
Curated by Stephen Kent

„In a moment I’ll leave
my body here
and vibrate in the air
like a mosquito“
Niels Hav
"Can the mind transcend the still, thick heat while the body remains opposed?
Or, as the earth turns its lazy belly towards the sun does the restlessness of the
body alchemize into discord of the mind?
Or perhaps seasons simply fail to offer relief from the constant plague of
existence.
My Body Doesn't Like Summer surveys artists currently working in Berlin who's
approach to mark making and figuration contains dueling positions. The works
included in the exhibition pit bodily materials against visceral gestures, hinting
at the space between body and mind. The agitated output amongst the artists
come together in a chorus of overheated neurosis, a fever dream in peak
season. "
All images by Trevor Lloyd

BLACK GARDEN (20mg of fluoxetine a day)
Tomas Absolon, Javier Arce, Bigott, Pep Canyelles, Aina Climent, Pato Conde,
José Fiol, Rafa Forteza, Bel Fullana, Lluis Fuster, Valérian Goalec, Susy
Gómez, Andrea Jarales, Valerie Krause, Alejandro Leonhardt, Juan López,
Stefan Lundgren, Teresa Matas, Josep Maynou, Joan Morey, Toni Nievas,
Julià Panadés, Mikeldi Pérez, Gabriel Pericàs, Nuria Fuster, Dan Perjovschi,
Guillermo Rubí, Pedro Servera, Maily Beyrens, Nacho Martín Silva, Evarist
Torres, Felix Treadwell, Ignacio Uriarte, Abdul Vas, Tomeu Ventayol, Fabio
Viscogliosi, Ian Waelder, Rose Wylie
Galeria L21, Mallorca
July 26 - September 07, 2018

We call him PABLO
I am fascinated by coincidences. Pablo was a friend from school. Pablo was
an ex of my wife’s. Pablo is the name of my favorite artist. That name sollows
us in a friendly way. We even considered it to name our third child. One day,
playing with the two older kids in the bathtub, we talked about naming our
family group, and we took each of our initials as a reference. There it was
again: PABLO. Paz, Alejandro, Borja, Luis, Óscar.
This exhibition is equally full of surprising coincidences, plastic familiarities,
names that converge and seem to attract each other. There are also hidden
memories, if one knows where to look: a moving filing cabinet, dark drawers
that won’t open easily. The interior of the cabinet is a very dark color, close to
black, like a nocturnal garden from which images and sensations emerge and
activate memory.

Kewenig gallery window. I stopped to look at Marcel Broodthaers’ work and,
at that moment, rather than surprised, I was baffled. In a small living room with
two couches facing each other, at Lluis Fuster’s studio, I found that collage of
works again, in this case from different artists. They formed a branched out
composition, organic as the slow growing of plants is. Memory folds onto itself
with an encounter, connecting different points and awakening the desire to
realize this project at the gallery from two memories separate in time.
Maybe we find ourselves in front of a small theft: I have stolen the composition
from Lluis Fuster, a subjective accumulation that created a new work in itself.
I have brought it to the gallery using white and black as a common thread
to create a curatorial installation project. Maybe the theft goes back a
geneaology that starts even further back, with Aby Warburg’s Mnemosyne
Atlas: memory as an arboreal body, always mutable.
Accumulation and archive lead to new configurations, a strategy we find
present in the show. The works of 38+2 participating artists are displayed
in the space creating an ideal atmosphere for the generation of thought and
experience. Black Garden is a territory to go through, letting connections take
us from one spot to another. Although it does have coordenates: two walls
facing each other where a photograph and a painting by Susy Gómez are
hanging. Branches growing on the body, like a peculiar genealogical tree.
There is a tension between the tree and the rose, but a tension that is dissolved
in music and celebration. The speakers have become camouflaged amongst the
vegetation, and maybe they can tell us something about their internal sound,
their invisible coherence. What kind of music does a tree trunk make?

Oscar Florit, Director of L21
Although it is true that memory takes on a diversity of forms, most of the times
it turns into specific memories. And I have decided to chase two memories
separate in time. IN 2011 I was walking in Sant Feliu when I passed by the

In collaboration with Noguerasblanchard, The Goma, PM8, Horrach Moyà, Polígrafa, José de
la Fuente, Fran Reus, Bombon Projects and Cerveza Rosa Blanca.

NOTES FOR A SHELL #2
Josep Maynou
SOUK-DE-OUF
Metaxu
Toulon, Marseille
September 2018
As the final result of Josep Maynou’s residency at Metaxu, the artist presents
a series of works produced exclusively with the install materials that the
organization has in its own warehouse. His sculptures are balancing structures
that are activated by the videos – recordings of the very same space, where
the artists plays with the elements of construction -.
In partnership with MORE Projects, Metaxu invites Josep Maynou.
The catalan artist defines himself as a storyteller, a nomad performer who, with
the hopes of connecting communities, plays with the saturation of images in our
society. Onomatopoeias, sunglasses, hats, tongues, and guitars appear jokingly
in his objects made mostly by artisanal production. For him, they are characters
or accessories integral to his stories. It is in the intermediary space that the
artists proposes a new fiction in Toulon.

All images by Alexandre Minard

LEISURE
Josep Maynou
22 April 2017 — 09 June 2017
Bombon Projects, Barcelona
Leisure is the time of the comic strip, of the superficial reading, of the short
stories, of the still and the snapshot, of the accumulation in series and volumes.
Leisure is free time, the empty space that work determines as the opposite
reflection. For the contemporary artist leisure is full-time, a single thing –
everything is productive: the trip, the conversation, the party, the clothes, the
food; all his decisions inform and shape his work. It is obvious is in the work
of Josep Maynou that lifestyle is identity and this is product. The lamps made
with caps, the rugs, the pop references of the nineties, the table and the
sofa where weekend stories are recalled – everything is as much a stage for
the performance of the absent person that inhabits it, as a series of designs
for modern life that the same Maynou incarnates like a paradigmatic user.
The objects of the artist operate in the field of functionality but stretch their
limits to humour. The artist, who is and is not that character at the same time,
enters and leaves the environment he creates for his tales. His stories, such as
photographs posted in a fragmented sequence on Insta- gram, are used both
as a script and a starting point for their materialization in objects, as well as
scenography for his performative narrations.The stories that Maynou explains
in his performances are a mixture of references from the global and culturally
homogenized world. They explain the chronicles, in a stand-up comedy format,
of the eternal uprooted young globetrotter, the global western individual, the
sailing of the hipster through contemporary life.
From this self-awareness of a position of inherent privilege, Maynou works
with artisanal processes of production in the rural Moroccan desert where he
is no longer the ethnographer, the exporter of authenticity, or the agent of the
exotic gaze. In his stays in Morocco, Maynou lives and meets a com- munity
with traditional skills, such as the ones he uses to make his carpets showing

phrases, drawings of the artist – notes made into icons – that will later be the
background of his books and illustrations. In the same way work the posters
of a fictional film, present in Maynou´s stories, commissioned to a craftsman
in the area following the tradition of hand-painted ads. These co-produced
pieces imply a knowledge of the context and the creation of personal
relationships with a community over time – a community that integrates the
artist’s proposals in their work not without scepticism and a critical distance,
which involves a negotiation of the issues and a constant questioning of
the conventions of representation on both sides, ending at a mid-point of
agreement -. The carpets, like the posters or the shoe shine box, are inevitably
transfigured when they enter the space of contemporary art, but once again
they become everyday objects as props of a performance, a dynamic that also
embodies the tradition of orality and the transmission of stories in the domestic
environment.
A constant tension appears in these particular conditions of production, in the
round trip, in the clash of contexts, which shows that all materials and all objects
incorporate their own stories and are a testimony of a system: they always
imply a series of responsibilities in the chains of contemporary production – of
relations of power and structural inequality, of environmental consequences,
of perpetuation of the socio-economic polarization that globalization entails
-. In the era of indirect production, where the anonymity of the producer and
the mediation of technology are the starting point, we must look at what
Maynou does as an approximation to the network of human relations involved
in collective processes of creation and preservation of secular traditions and
icons, moving between the space-time of labour, leisure and the individual who
performs it permanently.
Sira Piza

All images by Ketevan Gvinepadze

ALPINA HUUS

Alex Baczynski-Jenkins, Zuzanna Bartoszek, Donatella Bernardi, Bonaventure,
Ralph Bürgin, Yannis Christ, Circumstances, Maud Constantin, Gina Folly, Lou
Forster, Gilles Furtwängler, Selina Grüter, Michèle Graf, Balz Isler, Elise Lammer,
Leo, Miriam Laura Leonardi, Renée Levi, Hanne Lippard, Sarah Margnetti, Chus
Martínez, Josep Maynou, Guy Meldem, Adrien Missika, Julie Monot, Garrett
Nelson, Colin Raynal, Nathalie Rebholz, Niels Trannois, Melissa Tun Tun, Alvaro
Urbano, Yanling and Asian Eyez

spheres.
The exhibition allows visitors to see the elements created by the artists to
establish the domestic space: seats, a bar, audio loud speakers system, a wall
painting and several objets that performer used. The boundary between useful
objet and sculpture blurs.
The symposium gathers international specialists of exhibition making and
performance for a debate. What are the possible new forms of context of
presentation for performance art in art institution and outside."

Le Commun Bâtiment d’Art Contemporain, Geneva, Switzerland
December 16, 2017 – January 14, 2018
Curated by: Elise Lammer and Denis Pernet

"Initiated in March 2015 at the Schinkel Pavillon in Berlin, Alpina Huus is a
project by Elise Lammer and Denis Pernet that considers performance and
domestic space. Whether in painting, literature, or philosophy, the house is often
used as a metaphor for the human figure, and alludes to the many analogies
between the house, and the body and psyche. In a domestic space, each room
covers a specific typology, from the living room and kitchen to the bathroom
and bedroom, to which human behaviour adapts or resists.
During two festivals, in Geneva in December 2017 and Lausanne in January
2018, 34 Swiss and international artists thread and unthread—sometimes
simultaneously—multiple narratives that further explore ideas around
community practice, and an understanding of the domestic environment as a
stage where meaningful artistic conversations can and do take place. Among
an audience that never knows what is to be considered as staged or not, the
difference between a spectacle and the typical course of an art gathering is
blurred, pushing the limits of, and sometimes overlapping, private and public

All images by Anikk Wetter

BAR International Symposium: ‘To Make a Public Program’
organized by Bar Project

With Emily Pethick (The Showroom, Londres), Pablo Martínez (MACBA,
Barcelona), Santiago Villanueva (MAMBA, Buenos Aires), Leire Vergara
(Bulegoa, Bilbao), Helmut Batista (Capacete, Río de Janeiro), Jaeyong Park
(APAP 5, Anyang, South Korea), Daniel Blanga-Gubbay (Aleppo, Brussels),
Karima Boudou (L’appartement 22, Rabat), El Palomar (artists, Barcelona),
Kroot Juurak & Alex Bailey (performance artists, Viena), Valerio Del Baglivo
(comisario, Roma), Daisuke Kosugi & Ina Hagen (artists and founders of Louise
Dany, Olso).

that BAR project has organized up until now have taken place in galleries, nonprofit spaces, institutions, bars, auto body shops, libraries or the public space.
BAR’s International Symposium ‘To Make a Public Program’ consists of an
intense week of work groups, round tables, actions, My studio visit, Walking
Tour, performances and drinks to celebrate BAR’s Public Program 2013-2017,
and to reflect upon the past, present and future of what public programming
means. An array of guests will spend one week in Barcelona in order to discuss
and act together on the subject. The result of this intellectual work will be public
and open to the symposium’s participants and to a wider audience through the
different activities that make up the program.

Fundació Tàpies, Barcelona
March 20, 21, 22 and 23, 2017

"Drinking while walking while hosting while thinking while making together”is
BAR project’s leitmotiv, which takes the name of the popular space of social
encounter across the South of Europe. It recontextualizes it with the objective
of proposing a way of working and practicing (thinking while making) that is
flexible, informal and critical. This condition for work and status goes beyond
that, expanding curatorial practice to work in the public sphere, and taking the
city of Barcelona as a public space for the Project to unfold.
In the center of BAR project’s curatorial effort, Public Program operates as a
cross-sectional and autonomous space. It responds to concerns related to its own
practice: delving into the public sphere today; creating spaces for encounter,
discussion and thought; promoting a dialogue in the immediate context and
beyond it. BAR project defends a Public Program that takes place in spaces
of diverse nature, with the intention to trigger unexpected relationships and
encourage new audiences to be involved. In this way, the variety of activities
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SOMEDAY'S
CONGLOMERATE TV
Aurora Sander, Josep Maynou, Jessica Lauren Elizabeth Taylor
Kinderhook & Caracas, Berlin
July 15 – August 5, 2017

CONGLOMERATE is a collaborative Gesamtkunstwerk presented in the form of
a television network.The project is realized by a core team of five artists and
filmmakers:
Sol Calero, Ethan Hayes-Chute, Derek Howard, Christopher Kline and Dafna
Maimon.
CONGLOMERATE acts as a producer of original programs, also inviting
additional Berlin-based and international artists to realize their own segments,
sets, commercials and specials for the network. Mixing diverse content ranging
from melodrama, documentary, comedy, interview, music, and art into a
unified body, new 30-minute Blocks composed of recurring shows and one-off
segments are broadcast on the web, with new Blocks and Specials released
throughout the year. All content is exclusively found here on www.conglomerate.
tv
Headquartered at the Berlin project space Kinderhook & Caracas,
CONGLOMERATE comprises their entire 2016 & 2017 program.
http://conglomerate.tv/
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VIDEOS AND PERFORMANCES_ LINKS

Untitled, 2016-2017
https://vimeo.com/332215958
Password: triangle

PANE PER POVERI, Venice 2015. Link to the performance:
https://vimeo.com/298865663

